EuroTCK 2022- Travel logistics to Friolzheim/Germany
There are several options to get to the conference center.
I. FROM THE AIRPORT TO THE CONFERENCE CENTRE:
a) By Bus via Leonberg: Takes about 1h 30 minutes. Runs every 30 minutes.
1. Walk (5 minutes) to the Bus station outside the airport building (follow signs).
2. Take the Expressbus X60 to Leonberg Bf
3. Get off at Leonberg station.
4. Change to bus 652 to Mönsheim. The last bus runs at 19:35. Get off at FriolzheimPforzheimer Straße/Hohlweg.
5. Walk straight on Pforzheimer Straße; follow signs to “Freizeitheim” (conference centre).
Take a left on Mühlweg, destination is house number 8.
Cost: ca. 10€. Buy tickets from the bus drivers (cash only) or purchase online tickets in
the app (see below).
b) By Train via Stuttgart main/central station (Hauptbahnhof) and Leonberg: Takes about
1h 30 minutes. Runs every 15 minutes.
1. Walk to level 1 of the airport, look out for green S-signs (S-Bahn, the city train)
2. Take S 3 in direction Backnang or S 2 in direction Schorndorf. It takes about 30 minutes.
3. Get off at Main Station (Hauptbahnhof). Stay on the platform.
4. Take S6/S60 in direction Weil der Stadt/Renningen-Böblingen. It takes about 25
minutes.
5. Get off in Leonberg.
6. Follow bus instructions from position 4 above.
Cost: 4,50€. Buy a 3 zone ticket at the ticket machines (English option, cards accepted).
For the bus, you need to buy directly from the bus driver (cash only) or purchase online
tickets in the app (see below).
II. FROM STUTTGART MAIN TRAIN STATION TO CONFERENCE CENTRE:
You may not need an extra ticket if you have come on the train and have travelled further than
100 km. Otherwise get a 3 zone ticket.
1. Walk to lower level for subway trains (S-Bahn). There is a lot of construction at the
moment, so pay attention to the signs for the green S signs to the subway trains (SBahn).
2. Take S6/S60 in direction Weil der Stadt/Renningen-Böblingen. It takes about 25
minutes.
3. Get off in Leonberg.
4. Follow bus instructions from position 4 above.
Cost: 4,50€. Buy a 3 zone ticket at the ticket machines (English option, cards accepted).
For the bus, you need to buy directly from the bus driver (cash only) or purchase online
tickets in the app (see below).
For detailed information on connections, prices and online tickets, download the VVS app from
your app store.
Android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mdv.VVSMobil&hl=de
iOS: https://apps.apple.com/de/app/vvs-mobil/id408372353
III. BY CAR: Enter Muehlweg 8, 71292 Friolzheim to your navigation system.
You can also rent a car at the airport. Taxis and Ubers are very costly in Germany (about 80€)
since they charge by kilometers (about 35 km from the airport and city center).
CONFERENCE CENTRE CONTACT NUMBER: 07044 41155

